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wor•ld may be adversely affecled o~· "treir e·usto- ~ • 1'_ ~ .? _lo 1 :n.g .ni >:ht 

very well turn out to bs tr:e future co • ·se of' eva.t .... : 
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plsced in ail of ou:r major cic,ies u..ttdar the guidance o agents~ 'l11is 

might b~ done f1·ec f:i.~om agg:c•o'"'si vc intent. Such a pot·r~rr might lcnow or 

suspect that 1.re h1n•e accmrrnlaterl a Cft.:-ta.nti ty of atomic bombs and fear 

our defenses are no strong "Gha:t. after the ou tbrerur of h:lstilit.ies it 

iiou.ld be diffit:~llt to reao::h our cHies by airo In such circumstances 

it may be ex"oedinely difficult for it.s ''gDvexnment" to refuse to take 

So fax· it has not been possible to devise any methods which ~ro-uld 

<.::nable us ·t;o dete~~ hidden atomi~ bombs buried in the ground or other-

wbe efficiently protected against detection., 

Tf there should be gree.t progresr in the development. of rockets 

after this wur, it is eoneaivable tha·l; it Yill become possible to drop atomic 
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bombs on ;;lle cities of the Uni-ted Ct;ates :frct""l very Jeat cl.isliancas by 

means of rockets. 
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b r bs tn b.... J.~ of the out r?ak o 

Su ·h G. , , 'lgnt b0 t.he outco 3 of the f'?.::t r) ct ;, e ot 1 r coan ry m.A ght 

strike f~~st a:'1 no :.aunt of gocd Fill. c•·l he p<1rt e:.f 1) • nations mi~ht Je suffi.ciem~ 

to prevert. the ou·,b~~~~ ·~ ..:>£' u m · :..f 'Juch an ex-plos~.ve sitl.:.tl.on Her3 aiJ. ·t~ed to 

d velop., 

One 4 t 1 que ·t:-..ons Gh?·l. has t:> be considel~ed is whet.hE:r ~-t migh~.~ a possibl<"~ 

t set' p "'ore system o" ... crt o.is o::' the :rod·cti n 1f' the;; ac"Give 1aterials~ Such 

control~ Lld u"'-i ~IJ.atsly h:l\0 t.J extend to every ter:ri tory on t,hEJ earth., Whether 

it is poi .ally and + Jc!'tnie!:'.lly feasibJ.e t se+ tlp effect::i.ve eontrols and, o~hat we 

cou1c1 d t. ~m o -e our chan~e::: in t.his respe + ::.re ,que~3tlons tha J urgently require 

study lln-" dec.>inions~ Sc.ne furt..her r ... arko on -chese questions ;:tre made bE-l0\-1~ but 

other t:C"'l":! aerat~ Jns e 1 be 1 :.lt. forv.'V.rd a.s s ~on as the queotion ret:'elves the e.~tention 

of the Govnrn:: ~n~.>, 

A sys ~m ~ ~ortr;~s )~d bo considered su~cessfUl only if we c~Jld count on a 

period of' gra~E) ln cuse tne cont<"'oJ.s 1mre o.enO" • .lnC<:ld or obatructed b~r one of the major 

pol:Jers, This ' ZB.l'i 1 t.r dt .... he sy~tem uculd have to be "f such a nature thaT. at leas . 

• " t-.~uld ~arse bet'lt een tne tir.Je the nati.ons began to convert their installations 

for the purpos · .,r manufa urlng G~.tOliti.t: bombs and the time such bombs be~ame available in 

quantity 
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:rl, ., " • !,;.; y 1-J.a·•, .. ) y ic.. G ... r t.< poll ) au . -r;h 8 pre :ent by 

fo1·ce the ft:. t·-r_, " u.l t' \ £' ·l.a....s" a1' ·her~ 
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11 ~..-... t'OI'ld iu•luding m • a~ 

. t m .:;h· 

.. h ~11 'r- ..... or' s • • •n •• • 1 ou1<1 nt ~ ~ a.ti~ elements 

t'rcm becoming ava.11_e.1 1. in a forr 1 .. 11 1olhi ~ 

e.l:.omic ban.! s,. 'T'I:iis •·rovld no · w .. ss aril'r mean th::..t •he Ctl elo !l'11 t of atomic power has to ~ 

suppresee·1 but onlJ< th'lt tt~ eleu..ent., bv..>l eel m: st not be prepare ~n ~;ertain forma and 

degree of purity~ 

Tnis po"'nt raises the follr;wing onestlon: Uhat forms of atomic po\<Jer can we p I1D.it 

o bE! orguni.roed H ~re vre:w.t to make !luro that the available :materials and f'a.cilities 

cannoT. ca ... ily oe CC'lnvcrtf'ld for +ho manufacture of atomic bomb ·: l"'ome thought has already 

been given t .. thL. qugsr.ion H.~..tb the following euult, 

There ere t"oJ¢ t;y-pes of a~tive Tll£l.tez-ials. Materials of the first t.ype _an be 

diJuteC:. by che ::o.btmdant if,owpe of uraniUI!l in such a lAay as to rule out the possibility 

of using t,hd 1 for atorn.ie bombs while lee.ving unimpaired the usefulness of the materials 

for ind ·ntrial purposeso A cllGmical sepa.:a"tion from the diluting mate::l'ial 'WOUld be 

i.mpossible and a conversion into rw.te:rials which can be used for atomic bombs t,.rould 

ts.ke . .. 
Material of tha second type which ~~an be used for atomic bombs can be "denaturP.d" 

by .• \4hather more <3laborate methods can be worked out which will permit the detona= 

tion of the denatu~ed material is a question 'Which would have to be carefUlly scrutinized 

These lines merely serve to indinate that tnere might perhaps be a satisfaotory solution 
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. 
L .. L ''Lt.CL, the rr .i ted r c...J. C' aJ~J othe r;•m Ties 1rer torl.lling t,) "rr g ... the use of 

atomic ,c f.q'li .,_ ~ys ·em of contr 1 ·-r t vJOuld be 

fairly s::..m 13 :3ince it ,r uld be al..rn.o 3t suf'L'i.ciur.· .. ~· o .;on·~,. ·ol ,h movements of ray 

materie.J.s Oros o ura.Y~i u ,c : d have to b ... :m;.nod. under ontrol a..."ld transported to 

s~ ·. "nP •tl"d 1 tqrTi.tor-y., W::..tother or not it ~ .;Uld bo peY'TJlit·t:.ea to have in a neutral 

te:;.·ri · ry- ir!~t llat'i.AlS belo!.it,lng t-o •• a and at.om1e pm.rer plants,is a question of 

m.~nor Uilp rt~.nc e, I al"")SE rs likely +.hat if tha lllli.jor powers rrorc willing to forego 

Ghe uce. of atomH· pvuer a oyst..em of co .. tro1G could be se.:. up without encountering too 

great dlfficulti~s. 

AN AL'l'ERNATIVE s·rsm'< OF CONTROI.S 1-IOtJ.LD HAVE ro BE NUCH TIGHTER 

Orl t;he oth"lr han Q if' the United States, RusaiaJ und other countries should have 

atom:tr .. pcv!Ct' 1r-sta1la. ,ions within their terri tory, a very tight system of control 

1-.:m1ld be needed in order to make sure that the nations .rould not hmre to face a 

sudd~n attack by at.omi(' bom.bso For a control of this sort to be effectiye, it would 

be necessary that vur agent& and the agents of Great Britain move freely around in 

Russia, be perm~tted to kee contact.s with Russian civ:tlians 9 secretly employ Russian 

~ivilians for the purpor-e of obtaining information, and have entry into every factory 

or shop throughout. the vast terrltory of Russia, 
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l'l..a' ic "11 "t=> i·~ "jl o u:..y oJ., the eui.~ vlished cont ols 1'iOi11d hc.ve to 

be cons· df! ·sl s t ~.m ... ru1o ~.....:1t ·~ o a ndecJ c:. .. v.t ion of vm.r • 

Sue~ "u clar t .:vn .or wG.:·" .JOuld hr ve tl.e effect t'tnt the 1Jzl.:.tec. Stet as 

a 1d 0th0.• ~oun~r.:o:.-1 .nvo_·rec1 t10uld at once begin to r' unufac-ture atom· c 

bomb"' r:- U.YJ to t! t time the coret .• :'Ol had ocen effective~ it would take 

- "; n couvert ;he uat erials m1d inst llati0ns .::.nvol"Tad in the utilize.-

t:on f a:t0111 .. c po·.c >to tho Dallufacture of bombs. In such an "armament 

raco" in ' ,i,..h all ~~untries wo 1 d hnve to star!,;, so to Slleak, from 

sc. :tch1 vhe os:..t1on - the United Dt,~tes might be qui·te avorable, pro-

vi d t ol lEl !It of atomic pow-r had b '3n kept "Ltp at a hiLh lev-el. 

c· ea ... l: .1. any m~jor power deliberately ,,ants to start a war, there 

w:! 1 _ he a . e n..:1CJ. ~ .. that r'e can lope ·co achieve by the re iprocal 

con rol ·;} ich ,ve fNf:! dir:cussE!d i · that a 'USl' m~· not brcalt out ~ 

still) t w uld ~eem·tha:t if the cituation 1ere gencra::..ly under3tood 

tl ere L1ight be ncno hope that h11Vinc succeeded in setting up a system 

of r~ci::,:~I'OL'al control and. havinc lcel?t j:t in o::>eration for a feu years, 
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ATOMIC B ... BS AND THE ·OS'l\1 A.~ POSITION OF 

THE UNITED STATES Ili THE WORLD 

Spring 1945 

The development of the ato~c bomb is mostly considered from the 

point of view of its possible use in the present war and such bombs are 

likely to be available in time to be used before the war ends . However, 

their role in the ten years which will follow can be expected to be far 

more important and it seems that the position of the United St~tes in the 

world may be adversely affected by their existence . The following might 

very well turn out to be the future course of events: 

Before the end of the war we shall use atcmie bombs against Japan. 

These bombs will be much less powerful than we now know could be made and 

which in all likelihood will be made within two or three years; yet the 

first bomb that is detorc.ated over Japan will be spectacular enough to 

start a race in V!tomic armaments between us and other nations . 

In a few months Russia 1 s war with Genna.ny ma.y be over. The work 

on uranium will then a~doubtedly be given a high priority there but it 

;rlll perhaps still not be carried out on a large industrial scale until we 

detonate our first atomic bomb and thus demonstrate the success of this 

development . For a few years after that we shall almost certainly be ahead 

of Russia. But even if we assume that we could keep ahead of her in this 

developnent all the time , this may neither offer us protection from attack 

,.. "i I 
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nor necessarily give us substantial advantage in case of war six years from now. 

Six years fran now Russia may have accumulated enough of same of the 

active elements which may be used for constructing atomic bombs to make 

- 1-
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atanic banbs which are equivalent to 10 million tons of TNT. Two tons of 
• : s:' . 

such active elements, if detonated with an efficiency· ot' .)0%, or ten tons 

of such elements, if detonated with an efficiency of 6%, would correspond 

to 10 million tons of TNT and this quantity would be sufficient to destroy 

all of our major cities in a single sudden attack. 

Quoting the total amount of TNT to which an average atanic banb 

corresponds does not give an adequate picture of the scope of action of 

such a bomb. A small banb of this type corresponding to 10,000 tons of TNT 

detonated for instance at a suitable height above a city can be expected 

to destroy an area within a radius of one kilometer . A number of such 

bombs properly distributed over a city will make streets within a city •om-

pletely impassable, may leave few survivors within the affected area, and 

can lead to toal destruction by fire of the city. 

A banb containing about 200 lbs. of active material and weighing 

slightly more than a ton ould, if detonated with an efficiency of 6%, cor-

respond to 100, 000 tons of TNT and destroy an area of about 4 square miles . 

The same bomb would, if detonated with 30% efficiency, destroy an area of 

10 square miles . Clearly, if such bombs are available , it is not necea-

aary to bomb our cities from the air in order to destroy them. All that 

is necessary is to place a comparatively small number of such banbs in 

each of our m jor cities and to detonate them at sane later time . 

The United States has a very long coast-line which will make 1 t 

possible to smuggle in such bombs in peacetime and to carry them by truck 

into our cities . The long coast-line, the structure of our society, and 

our very heterogeneous population may make an effective control of such 

"traffic" virtually impossible . One can easily visualize how a llfriendly'' 
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power in time of peace may have such banbs plac in-all of our major c'ities .- ,, '\ 

under the guidance of agents. This might be done. frae fran aggressiv in-

tent . Such a power might know or suspect that we have accumulated a quantity 

of atomic bombs and that our defenses are so strong that after the outbreak 

of hostilities it would be difficult to reach our cities by air. In such 

circumstances it may be exceedingly difficult for its "government" to refuse 

to take "precautions" which its "army" considers necessary. 

Such bombs m~ remain hidden in cellars of private houses in our 

cities for any number of years or they may remain hidden below the ground 

buried in gardens within our cities or buried in fields on the outskirts 

of our cities. Orginally these bombs may have been planted merely aa a 

routine precaution, but if later a serious international tension should 

develop there would be a strong temptation to exert pressure on the United 

States by virtue of the presence of these bombs. In ease of war, 11 of 

our major cities might vanish within a few hours . 

So far it has not been possible to devise any methods which ould 

enable us to detect hidden atomic bombs buried in the ground or otherwise 

efficiently protected against detection. 

If there should be great progress in the development of rockets 

after this war it is conceivable that it will become possible to drop atomic 

banbs on the cities of the United States from very great distances by eana 

of rockets. 

The weakness of the position of the United States will largely be 

due to the very high concentration of its manufacturing capacity and of 

its population in cities . This concentration is so pronounced that the 
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resfst . 

Keeping constantly ahead of the Russians in our .rlroduction of these heai1 
' ' -

elements will not restore us to a strong position. No quantity of these 

11aoti ve 11 materials which we may accumulate will protect us from attack and. 

as far as retaliation is concerned, we might not be able to do more than 

to destroy the large cities of Russia which are few in number and the eo-

onomic importance of which is in no way comparable to the economic importance 

of our own cities . Thus it would appear that we would not gain an over-

whelmingly strong position in a war with Russia merely by accumulating an 

enonnous quantity of these elements or by increasing, as we might, the 

efficiency of our bombs from 6% to a much higher value . 

The strong position of the United States in the ¥orld in the past 

thirty years was essentially due to the fact that the United States could 

out-produce every other country in heavy armaments . It takes a very large 

mumber of tanks, airplanes and guns to bring about a decision in a war and 

as long as tanks, airplanes and guns are the major instruments of war the 

large production capacity of the United States gives it an advantage which 

may be considered decisive . 

The existence of atomic bombs means the end of the strong position 

of the United States in this respect . From now on the destructive power 

which can be accumulated by other countries as well as the United States 

can easily reach the level at which all the cities of the "enemy" can be 

destroyed in one single sudden attack. The expenditure in money and material 

which is necessary to reach this level is so small that any of the major 

powers can easily afford it provided they adopt "modern" production methods 

(see below) . For us to accumulate active materials in quantities beyond 
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that necessary to destroy the cities of the 11 enemy" would probably 
SC£1 ... 

sane advantage in the war but it is difficult to 92:3' whether the importance · 

of such "excess" amounts of material -.vould be real.ly subst ntial . Out- pro-

ducing the "enemy" might therefore not necessarily increase our strength 

greatly. 

The greatest danger arising out of a competition betwe n the United 

States and Russia, which would lead to a rapid accumulation of vast quantities 

of atanic bombs in both countries, consists in the possibility of the out-

break of a preventive war . Such a war might be the outcane of the fear 

that the other country might strike first and no a.:nount of good rill on the 

part of both nations might be sufficient to prevent the outbreak of a war 

if such an explosive situation were allowed to develop . 

One of the questions that haa to be considered is hether it might 

be possible to set up some system of controls of th production of these 

active materials . Such controls would ultimately have to extend to ever~ 

territory on the earth. Whether it is politically and technically feasible 

to set up effective controls and what we could do to improve our chances 

to bring this about are questions that urgently require etuqy and decisions . 

Some further remarks on these questions are made below, but other consider-

ationa might be put forward as soon as the question receives the attention 

of the government . 

The system of controls could be considered successful only if we 

could count on a period of grace in ease the controls were denounced or 

obstructed by one of the major powers . This means that the system would 

have to be of such a nature that at least one or two years would lapse 
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between the time the nations began to convert their installations for ~he 

•r . -
purpose of manufacturing atanic bombs and the time .. (fu" oombs· -be'cam.e 

available in quantity. 

T IE FIRST ST. GE 

Before going further it is necessary to make a few technical remarks: 

The present development of the atomic bombs is based an methods 

which were devised in 1939 and 1940 and which must be considered as the 

first stage of the atanic power development . These methods ar expensive 

in money and materials and most of them may be considered as out-dated. 

This first st ge may be defined qy saying that it utilizes directly 

or indirectly only the energy locked up in the rare isotope of uranium. 

Naturally found uranium contains less than one per cent of this rara isotope . 

It is doubtful whether the industrial installations based on thi first 

stage will yield more than one ton of active material in the next couple 

of years which, taken with an efficiency of 6%, would correspond to about 

a million tons of T~~ . 

The first stage of this develorment is at present, so to speak, "in 

the bag, 11
• While in 1939 and 1940 the possibility of putting this first 

stage into operation was merely evidenced by the assertions of the physicists, 

the developu.ent has now reached the stage where the successful operation of 

this stage can be demonstrated, if need be, to skeptical statesmen. 

THE SECOND STAGE 

The second stage is characterized by the utilization of the abundant 

isotope (rather than the rare isotope) of uranium and would yield at a 12! 

~ vast quantities of the active materials . With respect to this program 
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,, 
we are today in a position similar to that which ocbupled with res~ct 

to the first stage in 1940. .i'l:le1 

If conditions were created in which the ppysici ts could wo~k un

hampered, it is estimated that it would take two years to have this second 

stage in the pilot plant phase. Thirty tons of th se active materials could 

be in production by means of these "modern" methods five years from now and 

the expenditure involved would be small fraction of the cost which has so 

far been expended on the development of the now out-dated methods of the 

first stage. 

It would appe r highly desirable to set up at once an organization 

that is capable of taking M.re of the development of the second stage. 

But unless this development is coordinated with political action on the 

part of the United States Government, it will not materially contribute 

to the safety of the count~JJ in certain unfavorable circumstances it may 

even be detrimental to the safety of the country. 

SYSTEMS OF CONTROL OUGHT TO BE CONSIDERED 

From a for.mal point of view all countries may be considered as po

tential enemies, but it is perhaps not too optimistic to assume that we may 

disregard the possibility of a war with Great Britain in the next fifteen 

years . It appears, however, rather unlikely th t jointly with Great Britain 

we could police the world and thus prevent b,y force the manufacture of all 

of the "active materials" anywhere in the world including Russia. 

It might perhaps be possible to set up jointly with Great Britain 

and Russia some sort of joint control .of the manufacture of the active materials 

everywhere in the world if we could get Russia to agree to such a control 



which of necessity YTould hav to extend to her t~rritog. The purpose of 

such a control would be to prevent the active elements from becoming avail
.~~ 

ble in a fonn in which they could be used for th"' manufactur-e of-atanic 

bombs . This does not nece s rily mean th t the de elopment of at~~c power 

is suppressed but only that the elements involved must not be pr pared in 

certain for.ms and de ree of urity. 

This point raises the following question: What forms of atomie 

power can we permit to be oreanised if we want to make sure th t the v il-

able materials and facilities cannot easily be converted for the manu-

facture of tomic bombs? SOQe thousht has already been given to this 

question with the following result: 

There are two types of active materials . ~aterials of the first 
type can be diluted by the abundant isotope of uranium in such a way as 
to rule out the possibility of using them for atomic bombs while leaving 
unimpaired the usefulness of the materials for industrial purposes. A 
chemical separation from the diluting material would be tmpossible and a 
conversion into materials which can be used for atomic banbs would take 
one or two years . 

aterial: of the second type which can be used for atomic banbs can 
be 11 denatured11 by adding a substance which cannot be separated chemically 
from it nd which will make it impossible to detonate by straightforward 
methods bombs which one may attempt to make from such mixtures . V'hether 
more elaborate methods can be worked out which will pennit the detonation 
of the denatured oaterial is a question which would have to carefully 
scrutinized. Thess lines merely serve to indicate that there might perhaps 
be & satisfactory solution to the problem of reconciling the requirements 
of safety of the Unit d States with the desire not to hamper the develop
ment of atomic power for industrial purposes . 

Unfortunately it is by no means sure that a satisfactory solution 

of this problem is in fact possible . It would be much easier, safer, and 

would require a much less tight control to arrest the development of atomic 

power by scrapping and outlawing the large and easily visible installations 

which char cterize the first stage of this development. 
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CONTROL OF PA.'.' 'AT!.. \II\LS COULD BE COUSIDE ED ,. 

I! Russia, the United States and other countries ere willing to 

forego the use of atomic power for peacetime purposes one could have a 

system of control that would be farily simple since it would be suffici nt 

essentially to control the movements of raw materials . Ore of urani 

would have to be mined under control and transported to so e "neutral" 
' 

territory. Whether or not it would be permitted to have in a neutral ter-

ritory inst llations belonging to the first stage and atomic power plants 

would be a question of minor importance . It is likely thut if the major 

powers were willing to forego the use of at~~ic power it would se m that 

a system of c.ontrols could be s t up without encounterine too great 

difficulties . 

AN ALTERNATIVE SYSTE!: OF 

CONTROlS V'OULD HAVE TO BE MUCH TIGHTER 

On the ~her hand, if the United States, Russia, and other countries 

should have ato ic power installations within their own territory , a very 

tight system of control would be needed in order to make sure that the United 

States would not. have to faee a sudden attaek by atomic banbs . For a con-

trol of t~ds sort to be effective, it wculd be necessary that our agents 

and the agents of Great Britain move freely round in Russia, be permitted 

to keep contacts with Russian civilians, secretly employ Russian civilians 

for the purpose of obtaining information, and have entry into every factor,y 

or shop throughout the vast territory of Russia. 

That there may be dangerous loopholes in control systems which might 

be set up is illustrat d by events that took place in Germany after the first 

World i.ar. At that t:ime there were many Germans who were willing to give 
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information to the Inter- llied Comr.uission about vi la"t!ions of the control. 

regulations, but those who actual~ did so wer pu9licly tried ~un~er ~h 

German Espionage Law and 1ere given heavy sentences . The Treaty of Ver

sailles did not stipulate th t the German Espionage Law must be revoked. 

Clearly, it would be de irable to create a situ tion which would 

permit us to appeal in various ways to physicists and en _ineers everywhere 

for information that wo1ud uncover violations of the controls. This would 

give us additional assurance that such violations would be detected but 

it presupposes that we succeed in creating condition· that would enable 

us to guarantee the personal safety of those "iho volunteer such informa

tion and the safety of their families . 

Since Russia cannot be expected to agree to such a control unless 

she obtain the same rights of control in the United States and Great 

Britain the question whet.her Congress and the people of the Unj.ted States 

are willing to agree to such a control might become of paramow1t importance. 

HO' i COULD RUSSIA BEST BE PEHSUADED? 

As to our chances of persuading the Russians to accept autual con

trol, much may depend on the proper timing of our approach to Russia. It 

would appear that such an approach would have to be made immediately after 

we demonstrate the potency of atomic bombs . 

Such a de.'Ilonstration may take place in the course of the war. How

ever, the psychological advantages of avoiding the use of atomic bombs 

against Japan and, instead, of staging a demonstration of the atomic bomb 

at a time which appears most appropriate from the point of view of its effect 

on the governments concerned might be very great . Therefore this possibility 
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Y Of 
(, , 

I 

seems to deserve serious consideration in deciding whether or no~ to .use 

such a bomb against Je.pano 
aaa 

If a.t the time when \'fe demo str~te the stOmie -

bomb to the world we had the second stage of the atanic p~w'e'i:- development 

"in the bag", chances of obtaini..'\g the consent of Russia to some satia-

factory syst~n of controls might be considerably improved. At that time, 

Russian physicists would probably be quite uncertain as to whether or not 

they could catch up with us in this development . As far as the first stage 

is concerned, they may be expected to have a full appreciation of it scope 

and to be fairly confident that they can duplicate in a fairly short time 

what we have accanplished so far. Their knowledge of tomic constants , 

however, ia in all probability too inacctu~ate to enable them to apprais 

whether or not they can utilize the abundant isotope of uranium or to esti-

mate how long it would take the.c1 and how much it ;muld cost . As long as 

the Russian physicists remain uncertain about this point there might be 

considerable willingness on the part of the Russian government to set up 

jointly with us and Great Britain a really effective control of this field. 

Whether or not we have by that time actually accl.l.I'Aulated ten or twenty tons 

of the active substances appears to be of secondary _importanee as long as 

we can demonstrate that we have in manufacture quantities which cannot be 

derived !ram the first stage of development with which the Rusoians m~ be 

familiar . 

Events may be expected to move ao fast that if it is intended to 

reach an agreement with Russia and other countries auch an agreement would 

have to be complete before the next presidential eleetion~l Thus we have 

to conclude that if the second stage is to be developed for the purpose of 
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enabling the Administration to obtain Russian 

'·' Ji;<? 
joint control, ~e have no time to lose in attacking th~ ~ 

'Nith the second sta e of the developnent. 

IF THE CONl'ROL IS INTERFERED , ITH 

proposed 

s connected 

While it may be a great step forward to establish a tight control 

......... 

on the atanic povrer development by a reciprocal agreement with Great Britain 

and Russia and extend it to all territories of the world, yet we cannot 

disregard the possibility that one of the major powers, for instance Russia, 

after a few years--during which the controls may have op rated quite success-

fully-~ay begin to place difficulties in the way of an effectiv control 

of activities conducted in its own territory. Clearly it would be quite 

essential that the people of this country and the worl~ be brought to under-

stand from the start that any difficulties which any nation may place in 

the way of the established controls would have to be considered as tant~ount 

to a fldeclaration of ar" . 

Such a 11declar tion of war" would have the effect that the United 

States and other countries involved would at once begin to raa.nuf•cture 

toroic bombs . If up to that time the control had been effective, it would 

take about two years to convert the .r.1aterials and installations involv~d 

in the utilization of atomic power to the manufacture of banbs . In such 

an "armament race" in which all countries would have to start, so to speak, 

from scratch , the position of the United States might be quite favor ble, 

provid d the develo~~ent of atomic power had been kept up at high level. 

Clearly if any major power deliberately wants to start a war 1 there 

will be a war and all that we can hope to achieve by the reciprocal contPOl 
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which we have discussed is that "' war may not break out a .result of an 

armament :race. 

till, it .ould. see: .. that if the situation were go eral~ under

stood there mfght be some ho ·"'e that h ving succeeded in setting up a syst 

of reciprocal control and h ving kept it in operation for a few years , neither 

the United States nor Great BritaL~ nor Russia would attem t to interfere 

with this system of' control in such manner that its ets would be con-

sidered by the other partners a menace to their security . t¥e would then 

perhaps have a chance of living through this century without having our 

cities destroyed. 

An attempt to manufacture atomic bombs undertaken by any of the 

smaller co~ltries would. be of minor littportance since it could be met bz 

immediate ar.med intervention using ordinary methods of warfare such s 

tanks and airplanes . 

IN THE ABSENCE OF -i~ SYST!f l OF CONTROLS 

In discussing our postwar situation the greatest attention was 

given in this memorandum to the role that Russia mi ht play , This was not 

done because it waa assumed that Russia may have a~,ressive intentions but 

r ther because it was assumed that if an agreement can be reached with Russia 

it will be possible to extend the syat~~ of controls to every country in 

the world. 

In the absence of a system of controls, however, a number of countries 

might, say, ten years from now, be in possession of large quantities ot 

atomic bombs and represent a thre t to the cities of the United St tes . 

'lhat polici s could be adopted to safeguard the security of the 

United Stat~s in the absence of a reliable system of controls requires 
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serious consideration particularly since our chances of creatin a satis-
d~~ 

f ctory system of controls n~ be rather small. The s~tu~tion will prob bly 

have nome effect on city plarming. 

In discussin this question one will have to consider number of 

possibilities w~tch ,o far beyond the narrower question of whether or not 

the second stage of the atomic power development o ht to be vigorously 

pursued, and the discussion of those possibilities goes beyond the scope 

of the present me~morandum . As far as this narrower question is concern~d 

the following remark ~ight, however, be made . 

One might consider the advisability of discontinuing now the work 

on detonating active substances nd of ~mediately scrapping now all in-

atallations for tl1e manufacture of active materials . In vie ~ of the fact 

that the Ger.mans have not pushed this development, the scrapping of our 

own irlstallations coupled with an agreeoent with Russia and Gre t Britain 

which would outlaw the building of such installations might perhaps en-

hance the security of the U!lited States in the next 25 years . In order to 

understand this point of view one has to realize that it is necessary to 

develop the first stage of ntamic power before the second stage can b 

entered upon and that the installations belonging to the fir~t stage are 

of necessity laree and conspicuous structures; consequently it does not 

require a tight control to detect any structures of this type whic; might 

be erected in violation of tho law. 

Conversely, it might be proposed that we should lose no time i n 

devel oping the second stage of atomic power and that we should develop 

within a fev years methods for nanufacturing over~hclming quantities of 

the aetiv~ materials . 
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e difficult to decide , e.tween these t o points of 
c , 

·' 
view, the pres nt trend to Jevelop atomic bombs and to mairttain our in-

stall tion for the ~an factur of active materials but to dQlay in- de-

veloping the second st ge ould appear to lead to th to st pos ibl course 

of action that wo could take. 
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ATOMIC BOMBS A~~ THE POSrNAR POSITION OF 

THE UNITED STATES IN THE ·noRLD 

April 15, 1945 

The development of the atomic bomb is nowadays mostly considered from 

the point of view of its possible use in the present war and some such bombs 

may still be available in time to be used before the war ends. However, their 

role in the ten years which ~all follow can be expected to be far more impor

tant and it seems that the position of the United States in the world may be 

adversely affected by the existence of such bombs. The following might very 

well turn out to be the future course of events: 

Before the end of the war we might use atomic bombs against Japan. 

These bombs ~all be mueh less powerful than we now know could be made and 

which in all likelihood will be made within two or three years; yet the 

first bomb that is detonated over Japan will be spectacular enough to start 

a race in atomic armaments between us and other nations. 

In a few months Russia's war with Germany may be over. The work on 

uranium will then undoubtedly be given a high priority there but it will per

haps still not be carried out on a large industrial scale until we detonate 

our first atomic bomb a .d thus demonstrate the success of this development. 

For a few years after that we shall almost certainly be ahead of Russia. But 

even if we assume that we could keep ahead of them in this development all 

the time, this may neither offer us protection from attack nor necessarily 

give us substantial advantage in case of war six years from now. 

Six years from now Russia may have accumulated enough of some of the 

active elements which may be used for constructing atomic bombs to make atomic 

-1-
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bombs which are equivalent to 10 million tons of T 'T. Two tons of such ac

tive elements, if detonated vdth an efficiency of 30~ or ten tons of such 

elements, if detonated with an efficiency of 6%, would correspond to 10 million 

tons of TNT and this quantity would be sufficient to destroy all of our major 

cities in a single sudden attack. 

Quoting the total amount of 7NT to •hich an avera8G atomic bomb cor

resoonds does not give an adequate picture of the scope of action of such a 

bomb. A srrall bomb of this type corresponding to 10,000 tons of T~T detonated 

for instance at a suitable height above a city can be expected to destroy 

an area within a radius of one kilomet.er. A number of such bombs properly 

distributed over a city will make streets within a city completely impassable, 

may leave few survivors within the affected area, and can lead to total 

destruction by fire of the city. 

A bomb containing about 100 kg of active material and weighing slightly 

more than a ton would, if detonat.ed with an efficiency of 6%, correspond to 

100,000 tons of TNT and destroy an area of about 15 square kilometers. The 

same bomb would, if detonated with 30% efficiency, destroy an area of 45 

square kilometers. Clearly, if such bombs are available, it is not neces-

sary to bomb our cities from the air in order to destroy them. All that is 

necessary is to place a small number of such bombs in one of our cities and 

to detonate them at some later time. 

The United States has a very long coast-line which >Yill make it 

possible to smuggle in such bombs in peacetime and to carry them by truck 

into our cities. The long coast-line, the structure of our society, and our 

very heterogeneous population may make an effective control of such "traffic II 
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virtually impossible. One can easily visualize how a ''friendly" power in 

time of peace may have such bombs placed in all of our major cities under 

the GUidance of a~e~ts. This might be one free from aggressive intent. 

They might know or think that we have accumulated a q antity of atcmic bombs 

and that our defenses are so strong t hat after the outbreak of hostilities 

it would be difficult for them to reach our cities by air. In s.nch circum

stances it may be exceedingly aifficult for their "government" to refuse 

to do what their "army" considers a necessary precaution. 

Such bombs may remain hidden in cellars of private houses in our 

cities for any number of years or they may remain hidden oelow . the~ground 

buried in gardens within our cities or buried in fields on the outskirts 

of our cities. Originally these bombs may have been planted merely as a 

routine precaution, but if later on a serious international tension should 

develop there will be a strong temptation to exert pressure on the United 

States by virtue of the presence of these bombs. In case of war , all of 

our major cities might vanish within a few hours. 

So far it has not been possible to devise any methods which would 

enable us to detect hidden atomic bombs buried in the ground or otherwise 

efficiently protected against detection. 

If there should be great progress in the development of rockets after 

this war it is conceivable that it will become possible to drop atomic bombs 

on the cities of the United tates across very great distances by means of 

rockets. 

The weakness of tha position of the United States will largely be 

due to the very high concentra.tion of its manufacturing capacity and of its 

population in cities. This concentration is so pronounced that the destruc 
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tion of the cities may easily mean the end of our capacity of resistance. 

Keeping constantly ahead of t he Russians in our production of these heavy 

elements will not restore us to a strong position. No quantity of these 

"active'1 materials which we may accumulate will protect us from attEtck and as 

far as retaliation is concerned, we might not be able to do more than to 

destroy the large cities of Russia which are few in number and the economic 

importance of which is in no way comparable to the economi c importance of our 

own cities. Thus it would appear that we would not gain an overwhelmingly 

strong position i.n. a war with Russia merely by accumulating an enormous 

quantity of these elements or by increasing, as we might, the efficiency of 

our bombs from 6% to a much higher value. 

The strong position of the United tates in the world lll t he past 

thirty years was essentially due to the f2ct that the United States could 

out-produce every other country in heavy armaments. It takes a very large 

number of tanks, airplanes and guns to bring about a decision in a war and 

as long as tanks, airplanes and guns are the major instruments of war the 

large production capacity of the United States gives it an advantage which 

m~ be considered decisive. 

The existence of atomic bombs means the end of the strong position of 

the United States in this respect. From now on the destructive power which 

can be accumulated by other countries as well as the United States can easily 

reach the level at which all the cities of the 11 enemy 11 can be destroyed in 

one single sudden attack. The expenditure in money and material which is 

necessary to reach this level is so low that any of the major powers can 

easily afford it provided that they adopt 11modern 11 production methods (see 

later). To accumulate active materials in quantities beyond that necessary 
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to destroy the cities of the 11enemy11 to to out-produce the "enemy" will 

probably give some advantage in case of war but the advantage of additional 

amounts of active material is comparatively low. 

The greatest danger arising out of a competition between the United 

States and Russia, which ~ould lead to a rapid accumulation of vast quantities 

of atomic bombs in both countries, consists in the possibility of the outbreak 

of a pre~entive war. Such a war might be the outcome of the fear that the 

other country might strike first and no amount of good 1vill on the part of 

both nations might be sufficient to prevent the outbreak of a war if such 

an explosive situation were allowed to develop. 

One of the questions that has to be considered is whether it might 

be possible to set up some system of controls of the production of these 

active materials. Such controls would ultimately have to eA~end to every 

territory on the earth. vVhether it is politically and technically feasible 

to set up effective controls and what we could do to improve our chances to 

bring this about are questions that urgently require study and decisions. 

Some remarks on these questions are made further below, but other considera

tions might be put forward as soon as the question will be considered by 

responsible persons. 

The system of controls could be considered successful only if we 

cou+d count on a period of grace in case the controls were denounced or ob

structed by one of the major powers. This means that the system would have 

to be of such nature that at least one or two years would elapse between the 

time when nations begin to convert their installations for the purpose of 

manufacturing atomic bombs and the time such bombs would become available 

in quantity. 
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THE FIRST STA.GE 

Before goin5 further it is necessary to make a few technical remarks: 

The present development of the atomic bombs is based on methods which 

were devised in 1939 and 1940 and which must be considered as the first stage 

of the atomic power development. These methods are expensive in monay and 

materials and most of them may be considered as out-dated. 

This first stage may be defined by saying that it utilizes directly 

or indirectly only the energy locked up in the rare isotope of uranium. 

Naturally found uranium contains less than one per cent of this rare isotope. 

It is doubtful whether the industrial installations based on this first 

stage will yield more than oneton of active material in the next couple of 

years which, taken >vith an efficiency of 6%, would correspond to about a 

million tons of TNT. 

The first stage of this development is at present, so to speak, "in 

the bag,n. While in 1939 and 1940 the possibility of putting this first stage 

into operation was merely evidenced by the assertions of the physicists, the 

development has now reached the stage where the successful operation of this 

stage can be demonstrated, if need be, to skeptical statesmen. 

THE SECOND STAGE 

The second stage is characterized by the ,utilization of the abundant 

isotope (rather than the rare isotope) of uranium and would yield at a low 

~ vast quantities of the active materials. With respect to this program 

we are today in a position similar to that which faced us with respect to the 

first stage in 1940. 

If conditions were created in which the physicists can work unhampered, 
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it is estimated that it would take two years to have this second stage in the 

pilot plant phase. Thirty tons of these active materials could be in pro

duction by means of these 11modern 11 methods five years from now and the ex

penditure involved would be a small fraction of the coat wl:lich has so far been 

expended on the development of the now out-dated methods of the first stage. 

It would appear highly desirable to set up at once an organization 

that is capable of taking care of the development of the second stageo But 

unless this development is coordinated with political action on the part of 

the United States Government, it will not materially contribute to the safety 

of the country; in certain unfavorable circumstances it may even be detrimental 

to the safety of the country. 

SYSTEMS OF CONTROL OUGHT TO BE CONSIDERED 

From a formal point of view all countries may be considered as po

tential enemies, but it is perhaps not too optimistic to assume that we may 

disregard the possibility of a war with Great BritaL~ in the next fifteen 

years. It appears, however, rather unlikely that jointly with Great Britain 

we could police the world and thus prevent by force the manufacture of all of 

the "active materials 11 anywhere in the world including Russia. 

It might perhaps be possible to set up jointly with Great Britain and 

Russia some sort of a joint control of the manufacture of the active materials 

everywhere in the world if we could get Russia to agree to such a control which 

of necessity would have to extend to their territory. The purpose of such a 

control would be to prevent the active elements from becoming available in a 

form in which they could be used for the manufacture of atomic bombso This 

does not necessarily mean that the development of atomic power is suppressed but 

only that the elements involved must not be prepared in certain forms and de

gree of purity. 
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This point raises the following: What foriD.3 of atomic power can be 

permitted to be practised if we want to make sure t hat the available materials 

and facilities cannot easily be converted for the manufacture of atomic bombs' 

Some thought has already been given to this question with the follovdng re-

sult: 

There are two type~ of active materials. •aterials of t he first type 

can be diluted by the abundant isotope of uranium in such a way as to rule 

out the possibility of using it for atomic bombs while l eaving unimparied the 

usefulness of the material for industrial purposes. chemical separation from 

the dilut~d material would be impossible and a conversion into materials 

which can be used for atomic bombs would take one or two years. 

Materials of the second type which can be used for atomic bombs can 

be lldenatured" by addib.g a substance which cannot be separated chemically 

from it and which will make it impossible to detonate a bomb made from it 

by simple methods. ~bether more elaborate methods can be worked out which 

will permit the detonation of the denatured material is a ques tion which would 

have to be carefully scrutinized. These lines merely serve to indicate that 

there might perhaps be a satisfactory solution to the problem of reconciling 

the requirements of safety of the United States >vith the desire not to hamper 

the development of atomic power for industrial purposes. 
sure 

Unfortunately it is by no means/that a satisfactory solution of this 

problem is in fact possible. It would be much easier, safer, and would require 

a much less tight control to arrest the development of atomic power by s crapping 

and outlawing the large and easily visible installations which characterize 

the first stage of this devel~ment. 
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CONTROL OF RA~ 1~TERIALS COULD BE CONSIDERED 

If Russia, the United States and other countries were willing to 

forego the use of atomic power for peacetime purposes one could have a system 

of control that would be fairly simple since it would be sufficient to control 

the movements of raw materials. Ores of uranium would have to be mined under 

control and transported to some 11neatral 11 territory. ihether or not it would 

be permitteci to have installations belonging to the first stage and atomic 

power plants in that neutral territory would be a question of minor import ance. 

In any case, if the major powers forego the use of atomic power it would seem 

that a system of controls could be set up without encountering insurmountable 

difficulties. 

AN ALTERN TIVE SYSTEM OF 

CONTROLS WOULD HAVE TO BE MUCH TIGHTER 

On the other hand, if the United States, Russia, and other countries 

have atomic power installations within their o~m territory, a very tight 

system of control would be needed in order to make sure that the United 

States doesnot have to face a sudden attack by atomic bombso For a control 

of this sort to be effective, it would be necessary that our agents and the 

agents of Great Britain move freely around in Russia, are permitted to keep 

contatts with Russian civilians, secretly employ Russian civilians for the 

purpose of obtaining information and have entry into every factory or shop 

throughout the vast territory of Russia. 

That there may be dangerous loopholes in control systems that might 

be set up is illustrated by events that took place in Germany after the first 

World War. At that time there were many Germans who were willing to give 

information to the Inter-Allied Committee about violations of the control 
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regulations, but those who actually did so were publicly tried under the 

German Espionage Law and were given heavy sentences. The Treaty of Versailles 

did not stipulate that the German Espionage aw must be revoked. 

Clearly, it would be desirable to create a situation in which, by 

offering large rewards to physicists and engineers for information leading 

to the detection of violations of the controls, we could obtain an assurance 

that violations of the controls will be aetected and means would have to be 

found to guarantee the personal safety of those who volurteer such informa

tion, and the ~afety of their families. 

Since Russia cannot be expected to agree to such a control unless 

they obtain the same rights of control in the United States and Great Britain 

the question whether Congress and the people of the United States are willing 

to agree to such a control may become of paramount importance. 

HO~ COULD RUSSIA BEST BE PERSUADED? 

As to our chances of persuading the Russians to accept mutual control, 

much m~ depend on the proper timing of our approach to Russia. It would 

appear that such an approach would have to be made immediately after we 

demonstrate the potency of atomic bombs. 

Such a demonstration may take place in the course of the war. How

ever, the psychological advantages of avoiding the use of atomic bombs against 

Japan and rather to stage a demonstration of the atomic bombs at a time which 

appears most appropriate from the point of view of its effect on the govern

ments concerned would be very great. Therefore this possibility seems to de

serve serious consideration in deciding whether or not to use such a bomb 

against Japan. 
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If at the time we demon~trate the atomic bomb to the world we could have 

the second stage of the atomic power development "in the bag,n our position 

with respect to Russia would be rather advantageous from the point of view 

of successful negotiation. Russian physicists would probably be quite . un

certain whether or not they could catch up with us in this developmento 

As far as the first stage is concerned, the Russian physicists may 

be expected to have a full appreciation of its scope and to be fairly con

fident that they can duplicate in a very short time what we have done. Their 

knowledge of atomic constants, however, is at present not sufficiently ac~ 

curate to enable them to appraise whether or not they can utilize the abundant 

isotope of uranimm or to estimate how long it would take them and how much it 

would cost. As long as the Russian physicists remain uncertain about this 

point there might be considerable willingness on the part of the Russian 

government to set up jointly with us and Great Briain a really effective 

control of this field. Whether or not we have by that time actually acc~~u

lated ten or twenty tons of the active substances appears to be of seconaary 

importance as long as we can in fact demonstrate that we have in manufacture 

quantities which cannot be derived from the first stage of development with 

which the Russians may be familiar. 

Events may be expected to move so fast that if it is intended to reach 

an agreement with Russia and other countries such an agreement would have to 

be complete before the next presidential elections. Thus we have to conclude 

that if the second stage is to be developed for the purpose of enabling the 

Administration to obtain Russian cooperation to the proposed mutual control, 

we have no time to lose in at tacking the probl~ms connected with the second 

stage of the development. 
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IF THE CON"TROL IS INTERFERED 'ITTH 

~~~ile it may be a great step forward to establish a tight control on 

the atomic power development by a mutual agreement with Great Britain and 

Russia and extend it to all territories of the world, yet we cannot disregard 

the possibility that one of the major powers, for instance Russia, after a 

few years during which the controls may have operated quite successfully, may 

begin to place difficulties in the way of an effective control of activities 

conducted in its own territory. Clearly it would be quite essential that the 

people of this country and the world be brought to understand from the start 

thah any difficulties which any nation may place in the way of the established 

controls would have to be considered as tantamount to a ''declaration of war 11 • 

Such a "declaration of warn would have the effect that the United 

States and other countries involved would at once begin to manufacture atomic 

bombs. If up to that time the control had been effective, it would take about 

two years to convert the materials and installations involved in the utiliza

tion of atomic power to the manufacture of bombs. In such an "armament race" 

in which all countries would have to start, so to speak, from scratch, the 

position of the United States might be quite favorable, provided the develop

ment of atomic power had been kept up at a high level. 

Clearly if any major power deliberately wants to start a war, there 

will be a war and all that we can hope to achieve by the mutual control which 

we have discussed is that a war may not break out as a result of an armament 

race. 

Still, it would seem that if the situation were generally understood 

there might be some hope that having succeeded in settin6 up a system of 

mutual control and having kept it in operation for a few years, neither the 
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United States nor Great Britain nor Russia would attempt to interfere with 

this system of control in such a manner that its acts should be considered 

by the other partners as a menace to their security. e would then have a 

fair chance of living through this century without having our cities destroyed. 

An attempt to manufacture atomic bombs undertaken by any of the smaller 

countries would, of course, be of minor importance since it could be met by 

immediate armed intervention using ordinary methods of warfare such as tanks 

and airplanes. 

IN Trlli ABSENCE OF A SYSTEli OF CONTROLS 

In disuussing our postwar situation the greatest attention ~vas given 

in this memorandum to the role that Russia might play. This was not done 

because it was assumed that Russia may have aggressive intentions but rather 

because it was assumed that if an agreement can be reached with Russia it 

will be possible to extend the system of controls agreed upon to every 

country in the world. 

In the absence of a system of controls, however, a number of countries 

might, ten years from now, be in the possession of large quantities of atomic 

bombs and represent a threat to the cities of the United States. 

What policies could be adopted to safeguard the security of the United 

States in the absence of a reliable system of controls requires serious 

consideration particularly since our chances of creating a satisfactory system 

of controls may be rather small. The situation will probably not be without 

profound effect on city planning. 

In discussing this question one will have to consider a number of 

possibilities which go far beyond the narrower question whether or not the 

second stage of the atomic power development ought to be vigorously pursued 
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and their discussion goes beyond the scope of the present memorandum. As far 

as this narrower question is concerned the following reffiark might, however, 

be made. 

One might consider the advisability of discontinuing now the work 

on detonating active substances and of immediately scrapping now all in

stallations for the manufacture of active materials. In view of the fact 

that the Germans have not pushed this development, the scrapping of our own 

installations coupled with an agreement with Russia and Great Britain which 

would outlaw the building of such installations might safeguard the security 

of the United States in the next 25 years. In order to understand this point 

of view one has to realize that it is necessary to develop the first stage of 

atomic power before the second stage can be entered upon and that the instal

lations belonging to the first stage are of necessity large and conspicuous 

structures; consequently it does not require a tight control to detect any 

structures of this type which might be erect ed in violation of the law. 

Conversely, it might be proposed that we should lose no time in de

veloping the second stage of atomic power field and that we should develop 

within a few years methods for 1nanufacturing overwhelming quantities of the 

active materials. 

#bile it may be difficult to decide between these two points of view, 

the tendency to develop atomic bombs and to maintain our installations for 

the manufacture of active materials but to delay in developing the second 

stage would appear to lead to the worst possible eourse of action that we 

could take. 
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